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Light scattering cross section from surface acoustic phonons 
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Consorzio Interunivenitario Nazionale Fisica della Materia, Italy 
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Abstract We calculate the Brillouin cross section from surface and guided amustic modes in 
opaque multilayer supported films by including the ripple mitering at all the interfaces. The 
results are compared with lhe usual approximate calculations. The superlattices AglPd and Mo/SI 
are studied. We investigate in detail the dependence of Lhe cross section on the lop layer and 
lhe limit of validity of the effective-medium approximation. It is found lhal this approximation 
is no longer valid in case of a long-period metal-semicondumr superlattice such as Mo/Si. 

The theory of Brillouin scattering (BS) by surface and guided acoustic waves was developed 
a few years ago for supported [I] and freestanding films [2,3]. The theory has been 
more recently extended to a metal-dielectric bilayer deposited onto a prism, in order to 
study surface-polariton-enhanced BS [4]. It is well known that, in general, two mechanisms 
contribute to the scattering cross section in a film: the elasto-optic coupling between the 
light and the elastic waves and the inelastic scattering of the electromagnetic radiation by the 
dynamical corrugations produced at each interface by the surface waves (ripple mechanism). 

BS has been also widely used in the last decade to investigate the elastic properties 
of metal superlattices [SI. The first comparison between measured and calculated BS 
spectra of a metal superlattice (Mo/Ta) has been published by Bell et al [6]. In that 
paper the calculations were based on the assumption that the Brillouin cross section of a 
multilayer metal film is completely dominated by the ripple mechanism at the film free 
surface, in analogy with the case of a semi-infinite metallic medium [7]; we will call this 
approximation the surface-ripple approximation (SRA). In a superlattice, however, if one 
neglects the elasto-optic coupling, as seems justified in metals, the ripple scattering occurs, 
at least in principle, at all the interfaces. Therefore the scattered electromagnetic field 
contains several contributions, with possible interference effects between them. It is known 
that in a supported transparent film such effects are very large [SI. 

The comparison between theory @RA) and experiment in the above-mentioned case [6] 
turned out to be extremely good: the relative amplitudes of the experimental peaks due to 
the surface and guided modes in the multilayer supported film were reproduced by the theory 
with high accuracy. The same assumption @RA) has been used later, and successfully, by 
Dutcher er al [9] in order to assign the structures of the BS spectra of AgPd superlattices 
due to the Rayleigh wave (Rw), to the Sezawa waves and to the longitudinal guided modes 
[IO]. 

It should be noted that in the previous cases [6,9] the comparison between theory and 
experiment was limited to the relative amplitudes of the various structures of a single BS 
spectrum, the absolute intensities having not been considered. For example, no investigation 
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of the dependence of the cross section on the properties of the outermost layer has been 
carried out. In the present paper we address calculations of the BS cross section of strongly 
absorbing multilayers (metal-metal and metalsemiconductor periodic superlattices) by 
including ripple scattering at all the interfaces between the two media. Our aims are: 
to verify the conditions of validity of the SRA and of the effectivemedium approximation 
in the theory of the 6s cross section and to study the dependence of the calculated BS cross 
section of superlattices on the different approximations and on the surface layer. 

It is well known from the theory of elasticity [ l l ]  that the long-wavelength elastic 
properties of an ideal layered medium can be expressed in terms of effective elastic constants, 
provided that the excitation wavelength is longer than the modulation wavelength of the 
superlattice A = dA + dB, where dA and dB are the thicknesses of the layers A and B 
respectively. Recently general expressions have been derived that allow us to calculate 
explicitly the effective elastic constants of a superlattice in the long-wavelength limit as 
a function of the bulk elastic constants of the two components and of the thickness ratio 
dA/dB [12]. It is also known that several metal superlattices show elastic anomalies in the 
range A = 20-80 A, i.e. the effective elastic constants depend on A and differ from those 
calculated from the bulk values [ 5 ] .  However in the present paper we are not interested in 
this problem. A general approach for the calculation of elementary excitations in a r b i t r v  
continuous superlattices by explicitly considering the effects of the interfaces can be found 
in [13]. In the following we assume the validity of the effective-medium approximation 
for the calculation of the velocity and of the displacement field of the surface and guided 
waves in a supported multilayer film. In contrast we focus our attention on the cross-section 
effects and we present an exact treatment of the interaction of light with the surface acoustic 
phonons in a superlattice, by explicitly considering the stratified nature of this medium, in 
other words by taking into account the ripple scattering at each interface. 

We consider acoustic modes polarized in the sagittal plane, such as the Rayleigh surface 
wave and the Sezawa guided waves. The incident and scattered light beams are p polarized, 
i.e. the magnetic field B is perpendicular to the scattering (sagittal) plane. We assume a 
back-scattering geometry, with B as incidence and scattering angle, calculated with respect 
to the surface normal. In this framework the Brillouin differential cross section for a given 
phonon mode of frequency S2 and parallel wavevector Q is given by [ 141 

d2a/dR,dw c( COSB(~BS(S~) /BO~~)&(R - Iw - 001) (1) 

where the incoming light has frequency WO and magnetic field amplitude BO and the back- 
scattered light in vacuum has frequency w and magnetic field amplitude Bs(R2). S2, is the 
solid angle. The brackets indicate the thermal average. 

The scattered field Bs(R) can be calculated by imposing the electromagnetic boundary 
conditions at each interface, i.e. the continuity of B and of the tangential component of 
the electric field, i.e. ( C ’ V  x on the N phonon comugated interfaces. To zero order 
in the phonon displacement field, the interfaces are flat and one easily obtains the Fresnel 
expressions for the transmitted and reflected field B.  When the dynamical corrugations at 
each interface are taken into account, the boundary conditions can be written to first order 
in the shear vertical component U,(z ,  R. Q) of the phonon field [1,4,14]. The coordinate 
normal to the surface is labelled by z. Finally a linear inhomogeneous system of 2N 
equations is obtained, having as unknowns the amplitudes of the transmitted and reflected 
scattered magnetic field B(R) in each layer and in vacuum. This system can be numerically 
solved and in particular the back-scattered field in vacuum Bs(S2) can be evaluated in terms 
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of U,. Therefore the thermal average term i n  equation ( I )  can be written in the form 

where the index i labels the superlattice interfaces located at the depths zi and the coefficients 
Ci depend on the dielecf5c constants of the media and on the structure of the superlattice. 
For a supported layer [ 1 ] or a bilayer [4] these coefficients have been calculated analytically; 
in a superlattice with N >> 3 they can be either calculated with the transfer-matrix technique 
[I51 or evaluated numerically by solving a large linear system of equations. In the following 
we present for two multilayer systems our results obtained with the latter technique. 

We study the Bs cross section of the AgRd superlattice deposited on sapphire, which has 
already been investigated experimentally [9], and of the Mo/Si superlattice grown on (001) 
Si, as representative of metal-semiconductor systems used in x-ray optics [16]. We neglect 
the elasto-optic contribution to the cross section also in the case of Mo/Si because it is 
known that in Si, as in metals, the Brillouin spectra from surface excitations are dominated 
by the ripple effect [17]. In this paper we are not interested in bulk phonon features, which 
in contrast in Si would necessarily require the inclusion of the elasto-optic coupling. The 
effective elastic properties of these systems, used to calculate the surface phonons and their 
displacement fields, are given in table 1. Both films are modelled as hexagonal media with 
the c axis perpendicular to the substrate surface. The substrates are assumed to be cubic, 
bounded by the (001) surface, and the phonon propagation direction is along [loo]. The 
data for AgRd on sapphire, taken from [9 ] ,  represent a best fit to Bs spectra. The data for 
MoISi are calculated effective elastic constants of a multilayer composed of amorphous Si 
and polycrystalline MO (Voigt average). Table 2 shows the thickness of the layers and their 
dielectric properties. The wavelength of the incident light is A = 5145 A. 

Table 1. D m  for mullilayer hlms and substrates used in the calculation of the displacement 
field. The elas!ic conslanls c;j are given in GPa. The density p i n  g cm+, Ihe total film 
thickness h in A and the scattering angle 0 in degrees. 

Medium a i  c13 c33 c55 P h a 
Ag/Pd 193 119 195 32.3 11.23 4570 70 
Sapphire 497 203 497 147 3.986 - - 
MdSi 297 93.8 263 87.7 6.265 8000 70 
Si L66 63.9 166 79.6 2.33 - - 

Table 2. Real (q) and imaginiuy part ( 6 2 )  of the dielectric function ofthe multilayer componenrs 
used in the calculations. The thickness d of each layer is given in A. 

Laver f l  f? d 

Ag -10.7 0.327 18.5 
Pd -10.8 11.40 18.5 
MO -1.40 27.14 3 0  
Si 18.5 0.52 200 
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Figure 1 shows the calculated cross section for three selected acoustic modes of the 
AgPd superlattice on sapphire, as a function of the number N of interfaces included in the 
calculation (the sum appearing in equation (2)). It can be seen that for the first two modes 
the sum converges by including about 30 layers, corresponding to a film depth of 555 A. 
The convergence is even faster for the third mode because its decay constant in the film is 
larger. The following conclusions can be drawn: (a) contrary to the commonly accepted 
belief the ripple contributions from the buried interfaces are large and the interference effects 
remarkable; (b) the exact values (N -+ 00) are about 201 larger than the surface values 
(SRA); and (c) although the absolute values of the cross section oscillate strongly in figure 1 
for the first 15 layers, the relative amplitudes of the cross section for the different phonon 
modes remain almost unchanged during the iteration procedure. The reason is that for small 
modulation wavelengths (A much less than the typical oscillation periods of U,(z, s2, Q)) 
the displacement fields are almost constant across each AB bilayer, giving rise to a fine 
cancellation between the ripple contributions of two contiguous interfaces. 

In figure 2 a similar analysis is carried out for the RW (mode 1) of the same superlattice, 
but with Pd as top layer. Although the cross section due to the first interface (meta- 
vacuum) depends strongly on the top medium, the exact asymptotic values are almost 
identical. In table 3 a comparison between absolute values of the cross section for the RW 
is shown. As already remarked, for this superlattice the exact values (last two columns) do 
not depend appreciably on the top layer and agood approximation is obtained by modelling 
the superlattice as a single film with an effective dielectric constant of hexagonal symmetry 

1151. This means that the effectivemedium approximation works well in AgPd, as far 
as the calculation of the light cross section is concerned. The effective dielectric tensor for 
AgPd is given by: = -10.7 + 5.861; czz = -12.9 + 4.631. Finally figure 3 presents 
the comparison between the calculated and the experimental BS data for this superlattice: 
it turns out that the agreement is very good. In this figure a single calculated curve has 
been shown because the SRA and the full theory give the same spectrum, apart from a scale 
factor. On the other hand, to the best of our knowledge, an absolute comparison between 
experimental and calculated BS spectra is not possible because of large indeterminations in 
the measured intensity. 

Table 3. Values of Ihe Brillouin cross section of the RW for the Ag/Pd and MdSi superlahices, 
according to different models. The first three columns refer to calculations in the SRA. assuming 
as dielectric constant of the whole film that of lhe material A. of the mterinl B and of the 
effective.medium respectively. The last two columns refer to the exact calculations where 
ripple scaltering from all the interfaces is included: the two values depend on the top layer (A 
or B). 

Calculaled cms section (in arbitrary units) 

Muitilaver crAI f(BI f.w Too laver: A Too laver: B 

Ag(A)lPd(B) 1.604 1.066 1.144 1.182 1.125 
Mo(A)/Si(B) 3.060 1.491 1.607 3.263 0.124 

In the case of the MolSi multilayer, we have chosen a modulation wavelength A = 
400 A, larger than in the previous superlattice. Also the optical contrast is much larger. As 
a matter of fact the results are quite different form those of AgPd, as can be seen in table 3. 
The effective-medium approximation for the cross section is no longer valid and the top layer 
plays an essential role. Even more striking is the different behaviour of the cross section of 
the different phonon modes when the top layer is Si. In figure 4 it is shown that two modes 
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Figure 1. Brillouin cross section for t h e  modes, as a function of lhe number of interfaces 
included in the calculation. for lhe Ag/Pd superlallice. The propagation velocity of each mode 
is also indicated. The lop layer is Ag. Mode N. I: surface wave (nw). Mode N. 2 first-order 
Sezawa wave. Mode N. 10: longitudinal guided wave. The dotted lines are guides for the eyes, 

(the Rw and the sixth-order Sezawa mode) are affected differently by the inclusion in the 
sum of equation (2) of the first five relevant terms, needed to reach convergence. This is 
actually due to the strong optical contrast and to the large modulation wavelength, as in the 
four top layers the displacement field of the RW is almost constant while the displacement 
field of the Sezawa mode decreases to zero and even changes its sign. This is illustrated 
in figure 5. Finally the exact cross section and the approximated one (SRA) are compared 
in figure 6.  The amplitude of the Sezawa peaks, with respect to the Rw peak, is strongly 
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Figure 2. Brillouin cross xnion for the surfwe mode (uw), 3s a function of the number of 
interfaces included in the calculation. for the AgPd superlattice. The top layer is Pd. 
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Flyrc 3. Calculated Brillouin cross 
section (full curve) compared with the 
experimentd datq men from 191. The 
filled circles represent the frequencies and 
the intensities of the experimental peaks. 
Theoretical and experimentd curves are 
normalized in such a way as to show the 
same amplitude for the lowest frequency 
mode (uw). 

affected by the inclusion of ripple scattering by the four interfaces immediately underneath 
the film free surface. Note that in this particular case an enhancement of the peak intensity 
in the guided-mode frequency range is predicted by the full theory with respect to the SRA. 

In summary, we have calculated for the first time the light cross section in opaque 
superlattices by including the ripple scattering from all the interfaces. In general we have 
found that the ripple contributions from the interfaces underneath the film surface are large. 
However the net result of the inclusion of these effects depends on the physical properties 
of the system under consideration. 

Two limiting cases have been investigated in detail. In a metal-metal superlattice with 
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Figure 6. Calculated cross section for the 
M d S i  superlattice. The top layer is Si, 
Full curve. exact calculation including ripple 
swtterinn at all the interface: dotted curve. - 
SRA. The two curves are normalized m such 

5 10 15 20 25 B way h t  the amplitude of the lowest 
frequency peak is the same in the two cases. PREOUENCY [GHzl  

small modulation wavelength (A = 37 A) and a relatively small optical contrast between 
the two media (as in AglPd) the SRA accurately reproduces the relative strength of the 
cross section for the different phonon modes. Even the absolute value of the cross section 
can be calculated with good accuracy in the effectivemedium approximation. In contrast 
in a metal-semiconductor multilayer (such as MoISi) with large modulation wavelength 
(A = 400 A) the shape of the BS spectra is affected by the ripple scattering from the 
buried interfaces and the amount of scattered light depends on the top layer, so that the 
effective-medium approximation loses its validity. 

This work was partially supported by Minister0 Universith e Ricerca Scientifica e 
Tecnologica. 
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